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About This Game

The Deep Black : Reloaded is a video game in the “Action” genre (third person shooter). Deep Black features extensive
gameplay (40 single player missions in 4 different environments) that offers a mix of terrestrial and underwater battles, which

so far has no direct analogues in this genre in the global video games market.

The sci-fi project with detailed action-packed underwater combats will feature a new trend in TPS genre. Exciting gameplay
suggests using both environments for combats: land and underwater.

The unique setting of Deep Black comprises an immersive story line, complex science-fiction mystery, espionage and bio-
terror. The story line runs up in the nearest future in the world of unsteadiness, chaos, espionage, terrorism, desperate fight for

world supremacy and possession of sophisticated biological weapon.

Usage of realistic physical effects in the underwater environment enforces players to feel all the deepness of fear and
unpredictability of combats in Deep Black.

Players will take to the murky depths armed with a wrath of underwater equipment from specialized underwater suit with jet
pack and integrated harpoon and other high tech equipment in pursuit of enemies. With the majority of the game play taking

place below the water’s surface, action-adventure fans will need to master new skills to fight hostile enemies and infiltrate
enemy bases.

Key features
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Cover shooter with 40 missions and 4 different environments
More than 8 hours of gameplay
Underwater combat
Free 3D underwater movement
Immersive storyline with expressive characters
Huge choice of tactical equipment including jetpack suits and weapon, with special traits for underwater combat
Support of Razer Hydra controller
NVIDIA 3D Vision Ready title
NVIDIA PhysX support
Optimized for Intel Sandy & Ivy Bridge, working well on Ultrabooks
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Title: Deep Black: Reloaded
Genre: Action
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Biart
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2012
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English,French,German,Italian
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While as far as graphics and a few pattern designs goes Red death does a decent job.... it over all feels lackluster, like it's empty.
For it's price it may be a good buy though, but not a good game in general.. Comleted this game 3 times back in its day. It was
ahead of its time both in graphics and gameplay. Great concept.
It has dated in graphics only. Could have improved controls but the gameplay and concept is still awesome. Would love to see a
Enhanced Edition or better still a Re-make. Stick with it because it gets even better once you advance your characters.. I can't
put my thumb on what kept me attached from beginning to end. I mean, that only took an hour and a half. There's no narrative,
but there's just enough stuff going on to kinda make up a story as you go. The gameplay is easy, the puzzles not frustrating, and
the music is something that makes you want to turn the SFX volume down low. The whole thing makes me think of old old old
indie games, the freeware stuff made in MMF2, KnP, or Game Maker. Something like Within A Deep Forest or Knytt. It might
even be worth the whole $7, if that's what spurs the devs on to actually make the sequel that was teased.. DLC has 5 levels for
true masochists, cuz they are hard as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. But since Dejobaan Games loves you, they have added
checkpoints for normal people.
Overall Rating: 10.0\/10.0 (If you are Mr. Masochist). For what it's worth, it gets the job done great.
If you can get it cheaper then retail price I suggest it, but then again 99 cents is virtually nothing.. I love this series. Nice
game.Awesome graphics.Nice story but I may have missed some lines due to my inabilities to solve the puzzles yet I finished the
game.

nice way of representation of the story.
And I got it at 96% discount so compared to that it was insanely brilliant of a game at this price tag.
well priceless to be precise.

Cons:

I don't quite like the camera position.The character you play with won't be visible until any video clips. Supported communism,
told off it's haters, got blacklisted, and still got an Oscar winning movie.

12\/10. Easiest cards of my life

No but really, myself, I probably won't be needing the program (got it in a bundle). It seems to be fine for making 2d animations
as shown on this thread: https://brashmonkey.com/forum/index.php?/topic/3229-metroidvania-game-pixel-art-style/

. "Dannazionne!" this is one fantastic game!

Mind you, this is more of a sci-fi noir game, there will be a few twists towards the middle that will have you doing a double-
take. But trust me, the game is pretty good for what it is.
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It's a little slow to start and it's difficult to grasp the story at times since there are so many characters and side stories to keep
track of and there are intervals throughout the game that calls for 'rewinds' and 'fast forwards' in time to portray other
perspectives.
However, what sets this game apart from other noir-themed games, is that this is a point & click game - which means it's going
to be story heavy and less on the action side, which I personally enjoyed; also, you will be able to pick locks and solve puzzles
(some of which can be maddening at times, but they're a delightful addition).
You do get to interview various characters and while there aren't necessarily any consequences for your choices, you might miss
out on some details of the story if you don't ask the questions in a certain way or if you're too rough.

My outlook on the game is mostly positive but I do have a few complaints.

There are a few plot holes, things that aren't explained; and, there's a cliffhanger at the end that leaves room for a supposed
sequel - and I do hope that it is completed and released soon because I want to know more about the story!
And, it's a bit frustrating that you have the option to skip lock-picking if it's too challenging, but you can't skip puzzles - I felt
that option should've been balanced.

If you're like me and craving the noir genre, I do recommend this game.
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__________________BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB,\ufeff. Relaxing arcade game !!!. The camera is unbearable unless you plan on
going in one direction for a while. Moving your character around is very awkward and imprecise and the camera certainly
doesn't help. At first I was a bit excited, but I quickly lost interest in the second level when I had one gem left to find. You'll get
hounded with enemy fire moving back and forth trying to dodge and with the camera throttling so quickly in whatever direction
you're moving, it gets annoying. Did I also mention the camera stinks?. As a 3D platformer-fan I really enjoy this a lot!
Entertaining and challenging 3D Platformer with awesome graphics similar to Luckys Tale and Yooka-Laylee. The vivid and
cute environments are very immersive in VR and I love the 3rd person perspective view from above.

My first VR gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/kZljyzKG5SQ

Pros and cons:
+ Graphics are awesome, sharp and polished
+ Background music is lovely and differs for every level
+ Challenging gameplay, but not too difficult and not frustrating
+ Ability to control 2 characters at the same time (great and unique idea!)
+ 3rd person view is comfortable and very immersive in VR
+ Playing with PS4 Gamepad works perfect
+ Good amount of levels available (close to 30 at least) so probably many gameplay hours
+ Great performance and perfect frame rate all the time
+ Could not found any glitches\/bugs
+ Value. Very low price for so much fun gameplay!

- Maybe too much shallow depth of field on distance. Looks artistic but somehow I would prefer higher distance of view
- No multiplayer yet
- More collectibles besides coins and diamonds would be nice

All in all, a very nice VR experience for all ages, and especially kids and 3d platformer fans will love this. Both thumbs up!

Cheers
SweViver

. I wasted seven hours of my life on this stupid pseudo-game.

...
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NO REGRETS

HUE/10 wuold into farm Germoney agian. A real throwback. If you are expecting a contemplative, optimization-focused
management simulation, then don't bother with this one. Because the game features a live-clock and a goofy character
movement mechanic, a lot of the gameplay has more to do with efficiently planning your trips around the airport screen, rather
than on the actual management.

The graphics are classic 90s "3D" - which is to say, very unattractive. The unnecessary voice-over work for the dialogue is kind
of funny, but I wound up muting all the sound after a short while.

The calendar-based planning mechanic is cool, and it is challenging to plan routes that are profitable - but this winds up being
such a small part of the game compared to watching my avatar stroll up and down the concourse.. Not bad for 5$ but it has a
long way to go. I would definitely like to see more in the future, more weapons, planets, and maybe even a 2 player Co-op
mode.. This is a cool game. Runs decent. My friend bought it for me for $2.00 so why not right. I was shocked at how complex
it was you can't just toss of some shacks and build endlessly. Water is a big deal. AOE is a big thing in this game from work to
play you have to pay attn to the AOE lines.

Core2Quad 9300 CPU
8GB DDR2 RAM
740 GT Graphics Card
Ultra runs just fine.
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